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Schweizerische Eidgenossenschaft
Confédération suisse
Confederazione Svizzera
Confederaziun svizra
Swiss Confederation

5

Bundesamt für Umwelt BAFU
Office fédéral de l’environnement OFEV
Ufficio federale dell’ambiente UFAM
Uffizi federal d’ambient UFAM
Federal Office for the Environment FOEN

Wilchingen

Schaffhausen

4

Frauenfeld

Basel

These 19 Swiss Parks denote exceptional areas of Switzerland. They were founded to maintain and nurture distinctive natural and
cultural landscapes. With these living landscapes, the parks are constantly inspiring people anew: culturally, gastronomically,
and encouraging them to treat natural resources sustainably and innovatively.
The Swiss Parks are home to countless small wonders of the world, just waiting to be discovered, experienced, heard and savoured.
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Liestal
St. Gallen

Bözberg

3

Delémont

Zürich

Aarau

Saignelégier

kleineweltwunder.ch

1

Appenzell

6

Balsthal

You can find more information at

Herisau

2

Base map © swisstopo
Perimeter © 04/2020 Swiss Parks Network/
Federal Office of the Environment FOEN
Some sections of the park perimeter are provisional
© FOEN, 1st edition, April 2020

Sihlwald

Solothurn
Zug
St-Imier

13

Glarus

Luzern
Schwyz

Neuchâtel

10
Fribourg

1

Doubs Nature Park
À contre-courant.

The scenery in Doubs Nature Park is characterized
by pastured woodlands and forests. At its northern
edge, the land falls steeply to the River Doubs, whose
gorges form the border with France for long stretches
in the Jura.
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2

Chasseral Nature Park
La vie grandeur nature.

Vineyards, pastures and plateaus alternate with
gorges and valleys in the Chasseral Nature Park.
Its inhabitants still lead the way in manufacturing
high-quality watches and famous varieties of cheese.
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Thal Nature Park
Stille Natur. Lebendiges Thal.

The Thal Nature Park is a hidden gem in the mountain
ranges of the Solothurn Jura. With its castle ruins,
flower meadows, theme trails and museums, the park
can be explored on foot or by bike.

The rolling countryside of the Jurassic mountains and
plateau between Brugg, Laufenburg, Rheinfelden and
Aarau forms the Argovia Nature Park. This natural and
recreational space invites visitors to discover and enjoy it.
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Schaffhausen Regional Nature Park
Rhein ins Vergnügen, raus aufs Land.

Switzerland’s first cross-border nature park includes
two German municipalities. The landscape features
vineyards, the Randen hills and the Rhine.

16

Schwarzenburg

7

Chur

17

11

8

18

Tiefencastel
Wergenstein

Oey

12

Château-d’Oex

Harmonieuse diversité.

Tschierv

15

Lausanne

Jura Vaudois Nature Park

19

9

There’s plenty for mountain bikers and ramblers to
explore and enjoy in the varied scenery of the Jura
Vaudois Nature Park. Inns and snack bars also offer
a tempting variety of regional delicacies.

14
Binn
Arvigo

Salgesch

Sion

Genève

Jorat Nature Discovery Park (candidate)

Bellinzona

Swiss National Park

Une terre à vivre au quotidien.

North of Lausanne in the Jorat region lies the largest
continuous forest in the Swiss lowlands with its
numerous springs and wetlands. The Jorat therefore
acts as a biodiversity hotspot for the region.

Argovia Nature Park
Die grüne Schatzkammer.

Im Rhythmus der Natur.

St-George

9
4

Altdorf

Zernez

Chalet-à-Gobet

8

Sarnen

Wildnispark Zurich Sihlwald

The Wildnispark Zurich Sihlwald offers a unique combination of forest, wilderness and wildlife right on the
doorstep of Zurich and Zug.
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Stans

Schüpfheim

Bern

Gruyère Pays-d’Enhaut Regional
Nature Park
Un parc à vivre, un parc à partager.

Lush meadows with shingle-clad Alpine huts, historic
villages and ancient bridges over the River Saane bear
witness to the centuries-old culture in the Gruyère
Pays-d’Enhaut Regional Nature Park.
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Gantrisch Nature Park
Raum zum Entdecken – bei Tag und Nacht.

Forests, canyons and the unique Gantrisch mountain
range are what make this nature park special.
The lack of light pollution in this unspoiled landscape
permits fabulous views of the starry night sky.

Regional Nature Park
Nature Discovery Park
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16

Diemtigtal Nature Park
Nah, wild, wertvoll.

With its cultural treasures and scenery, Diemtigtal
Nature Park’s proximity to Spiez makes it ideal for
outings – hiking trails follow streams to Alpine meadows, and theme trails convey the beauty of nature.
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Pfyn-Finges Nature Park
Staunen von Berg bis Tal.

Rocky steppes and biotopes, idyllic mountain villages
and towns, vineyards and one of the largest Scots
pine forests in the Alps: The Pfyn-Finges Nature Park
in Valais features broad diversity in a tiny area.

Beverin Nature Park
Wo der Capricorn zu Hause ist.

Four valleys, two cultures, one park: Beverin Nature
Park is known for its deep gorges, well-preserved
villages, crystal-clear mountain lakes and, above all,
its majestic ibexes.
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UNESCO Biosphere Entlebuch
visionär. natürlich.

A mystical world unfolds in the UNESO Biosphere
Entlebuch – unspoilt moorland interspersed with
idyllic Alpine meadows beneath the imposing
summits of the Schrattenfluh and the Rothorn.
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Binntal Nature Park
Starke Wurzeln. Verborgene Schätze.

Binntal in Valais is rich in minerals and is known as
the “valley of hidden treasures”. As well as minerals,
the nature park boasts a wide variety of flora and
fauna, plus well maintained villages.
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Parco Val Calanca (candidate)
Come natura vuole!

The idyllic Calanca valley offers a unique environment,
traditional settlements plus valuable natural and
agricultural landscapes, which give the valley its wild
beauty. The Parco Val Calanca – a park in harmony with
nature – looks forward to your visit.
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Parc Ela
Der grösste Naturpark der Schweiz!

The Albula, Julier and Septimer Passes are encompassed by Switzerland’s largest nature park.
It offers unspoilt nature and a living culture in three
languages – Romansch, Italian and German.
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Swiss National Park
echt wild.

Since it was founded over 100 years ago, the Swiss
National Park has developed into a unique wilderness
oasis, featuring unspoilt mountain scenery and wildlife.
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Biosfera Val Müstair
Von Natur aus anders.

Picturesque Graubünden villages contrast with
wild nature. Together with the Swiss National Park
and parts of the municipality of Scuol, the park
is also a UNESCO biosphere reserve.

Discover
small wonders of the world
in 19 Swiss Parks.

kleineweltwunder.ch

The pocket guide app
for all 19 Swiss Parks.
Discover the most beautiful outings in Swiss Parks.
It contains numerous suggestions for trips either on
foot, by bike or with an e-bike. There are even plenty
of tips for during the winter: snowshoe tours, winter
walks and breathtaking sleigh rides.
You can also enjoy
60 original recipes
featuring park specialities.

Straight to the
Swiss Parks.
Travel in comfort with no parking worries. The Swiss
Parks are easily accessible by public transport.
The “Visit the Swiss Parks with PostBus” campaign
enables you to discover the many opportunities
offered by the 19 parks. These include guided trips
into the countryside and the heart of old villages,
markets with regional produce, concerts and
themed family outings – the parks are full of small
wonders of the world that really are worth discovering!

PostBus - your reliable transport partner of the Swiss Parks.
www.postbus.ch/parcs

